CAVITY EYE HUNGARY KFT.
Quality Policy Statement

The corporation’s long term goals can be ensured only by consistently achieving our quality policy, which is defined below:

- The OBJECTIVE of the Quality Management System is that the activity of the company should be regulated and verifiable, should meet customer demands by producing suitable quality products and offering good quality services;
- WE INSPIRE TRUST in our customers through our organizational structure, internal procedures, conduct can guarantee our products and services quality;
- WE ARE DOING EVERYTHING in order to maintain the skills and resolve of the corporation’s personnel therefore achieving the planned quality objective;
- The management is COMMITTED to the good professional practice and high quality attendance to the customer demands, and to run efficient quality management system;
- Our activity is fundamentally DEFINED by attending our customers latent demands thereby give them competitive edge with high level knowledge in engineering and products that apply the latest technologies.

For this purpose, we proclaim:

- all personnel perform their task according to the terms of the Handbook in a CONTROLLED manner;
- the management PROVIDES FURTHER TRAINING and ongoing ADVANCEMENT for all personnel;
- the management is COMMITTED to the management system and product development;
- the necessary ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS are insured and follow the development demands;
- the Quality Management Handbook and the internal directive define the organisational structure, regulate the relations and prescribe technological, procedural questions in connection of the products, services quality and reliability;
- the personnel know the content of the Quality Management Handbook and CONDUCT THEMSELVES ACCORDINGLY;
- the content of the Quality Management Handbook Follows the CHANGE of external and internal CONDITIONS;
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